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Introduction
Ashburton District Council welcomes the opportunity to submit its Registration of Interest (ROI) – Support
for the Ultra-Fast Broadband 2 (UFB2), Rural Broadband Initiative 2 (RBI2), and Mobile Black Spot Fund
(MBSF) initiatives. This ROI is made on behalf of Ashburton District Council alone to fulfill the requirements
for this registration process.
1. Background Information
Ashburton District Council is the territorial authority for the Ashburton District in mid Canterbury. As of the
2013 Census, the population for the district was 31,041 (up 13.4% from 2006 Census) and projected to
increase to 38,000 by 2023. 1 There were 12,396 occupied dwellings counted, with 73.3% of households
having access to the internet and having a median household income of $63,100. 2 Total International net
migration figures show an increase of 188 permanent and long-term immigrants in the year to March 2015,
which is showing steady increases since 2013. 3
The Ashburton District covers over 6,175 square kilometres from the eastern coast to the foothills of the
Southern Alps, and from the south bank of the Rakaia River to the north bank of the Rangitata River. The
district is distinctly a flat area, with little variance in topography for most of the townships and rural
settlements aside from a few high-country farming properties and the Mt Hutt Ski area that fall within the
boundaries of the Southern Alps region.
Traditionally a sheep and grain growing district, the inc rease in the use of on-farm irrigation and a
subsequent c hange in land-use led to the adoption of the Canterbury Water Management Strategy
resulting in more dairy farming and seed crops, and a continued growth in primary product
processing. Almost a third of Ashburton District’s GDP comes directly from dairy, meat, arable and
crop industries, with a recorded $1.64 billion in the year up to March 2013 (6.9% of GDP for Canterbury
region and 0.8% of national GDP).4 GDP for the region peaked at 13.3% in the year to March 2012, but
with recent falls in dairy prices this growth has declined to an estimated 1.6% for the year to March 2015.5
There are 4,892 businesses in the Ashburton District, with the majority being in the Agriculture Forestry
and Fishing category, followed by Real Estate, Construction, Financial & Insurance Services, and
Manufacturing categories. Industries within Ashburton District require high quality connectivity to ensure
business growth.
NZ Statistics. 2013 Census Data
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2. Rural Areas of Prioritisation for Connectivity
Council has identified two priority areas for increased connectivity to be considered – both of which are
zoned as rural areas. One is the township of Methven (main tourist town for Mt Hutt ski field) and the other
is the new residential subdivision of Lake Hood. Neither communities have UFB fibre connections,
although backhaul fibre goes to each township’s boundaries. There are internet connections mainly
through ADSL and a small amount of VDSL copper wiring.
The statistical information for both townships is as follows:
Lake Hood (Meshblock 2744100)
Census 2013
Number of people
Number of households
Median household income
Households with internet
Percentage of households with internet

213
75
$125,000
72 (72 households stated)
100%

There are 38 businesses listed, the majority being real estate/rental agencies followed by agricultural
and then financial/administrative services. There is only one retailer in the area. No GDP per capita data
is available and there are no health care facilities.
Methven (Meshblocks MB 2752201, MB 275220, MB 2752300, MB 2752401, MB 2752402, MB 2752501, MB
2752502, MB 2752503, MB 2752600, MB 2752700, MB 2752801, MB 2752802, MB 2752900)
Census 2013
Number of people
Number of households
Median household income
Households with internet
Percentage of households with internet

1707
669
$65,000
513 (645 households stated)
80%

There are 154 businesses listed, the majority being accommodation and food service, followed by real
estate/rental hiring services, construction, agricultural, retail, and professional scientific and technical
services. Again, no GDP per capita is available. There are eight health care and/or social service agencies
in Methven.
3. Council Rationale for Increased UFB2/RBI2/MBSF Support
Ashburton District appears to have wider-reaching coverage for wireless connection according to the map
in Appendix 1 (Ashburton District Canterbury Broadband Coverage) when compared to adjacent districts.
However, because of the flat topography, the coverage can be patchy and there is a need to provide better
quality wireless connection throughout the district via enhancement to existing services (additional
backhaul fibre and additional cell towers and/or relays). Service providers within Ashburton District and
Federated Farmers have stated there is a need to enhance the current levels of bandwidth from 5MB/sec
to 10MB/sec in the immediate future, with a view to raising this to 30MB/sec within a year.
Mobile Black Spots
It has been recorded by NZTA there are mobile blackspots along SH77, which goes along from Methven to
the Rakaia Gorge. This becomes critical for tourists needing GPS to reduce the road crash incidences, and
to ensure emergency services are able to reach those in need, particularly during the peak tourist season
around the Mt Hutt ski areas and Methven. During the farming year, emergency services and rural fire
volunteers require high quality wireless technology to be able to respond to callouts for farm worker
injuries sustained whilst on remote paddocks and for GPS emergency mapping during rural fire events.
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Agricultural Economy
Federated Farmers have clearly indicated there is a critical need for enhanced cellphone coverage as the
farming community is heavily reliant on digital technology for sustainable farming practice and for
efficient compliance monitoring required by authorities such as Environment Canterbury. Wireless
coverage is critical for the scientific and technical consultants that support agricultural industries for
compliance or quality assurance. The advance of modern farming technology has been a key factor in
Ashburton District making the most of the on-farm land irrigation advantages, resulting in the increase in
GDP for Canterbury after the earthquakes in 2010/2011. Most of the big farming machinery such as the
headers, tractors, spreaders and fertiliser trucks are now reliant not only on GPS technology but also
highly reliable wireless broadband for real-time precision farming applications. Hence, in order for the
farming community to have business sustainability and maximise the returns on the investments
made by the Government and private sectors, better quality cellphone coverage is essential. This
means the targets set by providers such as Spark for converting customers from 3G to 4G mobile data
protocol would be fully endorsed and supported by the farming community throughout the district.
Migrants & Newcomers
Another key factor to consider is the increase in migrants and newcomers to the Ashburton District, either
through the agricultural industry or through the professional services sector. In order to attract and retain
these newcomers, good connectivity is essential. It makes economic sense to increase the retention of
urban professionals to the region (such as those likely to settle in Lake Hood) by offering the flexibility of
being able to work remotely via wireless technology. Farmers actively recruit migrant workers to the
region and connectivity will be a key factor in attracting these workers and their families to settling in the
district. The use of broadband or wireless services provides social support for newcomers and migrants by
providing a connection to family and friends from their places of origin and engaging with the local
community through social media.
4. Proposed Council Assistance to Support UFB2/RBI2/MBSF Connectivity
Consent application processes:
Council agrees to provide support via streamlining its consenting processes for suppliers of UFB2 or RBI2
backhaul fibre. This includes issuing global consents for Corridor Access Requests, approving shallow
trenching consents where appropriate, and considering consents for UFB infrastructure on existing poles
within the specific areas of deployment.
Availability of infrastructure and land parcels:
Appendices 2-10 show the infrastructure assets that Council owns in Lake Hood and Methven which could
assist in the deployment of additional fibre and/or relay infrastructure. As Lake Hood is a recent
development there are no unused or disestablished infrastructure items such as old gas lines or pipes.
Council agrees to work with the suppliers to identify appropriate Council-owned land in the wider rural
district for the installation of infrastructure mechanisms such as cellphone towers. Council owns a large
amount of land throughout the district including road reserves, reserves, commercial property and various
gravel pits where infrastructure could be placed in accordance with RMA and NZTA regulations.
Uptake and awareness assistance:
Council is fully committed to assisting any marketing and/or promotional campaigns to businesses,
residences and rural farms for any service provider through our District Diary newsletter and/or social
media campaigns.
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Co-investment with the Crown:
Council cannot provide any financial support due to the impact on rates and the inability to include this
project in the adopted 2015-2025 Long Term Plan for consultation. The potential customers for the
additional services would be paying users in Methven and Lake Hood.
5. Final Comments
Ashburton District Council is appreciative of being able to make this submission for the Registration of
Interest – Support for these connectivity initiatives. We have not separated the requirements for each
separate initiative as we see the solution being a combination of the tactics proposed, and our support
and assistance remain the same regardless of the option considered. As such, we have made a submission
taking a holistic approach to connectivity issues in the region.
Council is part of the Canterbury Mayoral Forum (CMF) chaired by Dame Margaret Bazley. The CMF is about
to launch the Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy (CREDS), of which we have
contributed to and are taking the lead in the work programme around Newcomers and Migrants
Settlement Support. We see the connectivity issue as an important factor in helping the Canterbury region
achieve the goals in the strategy, and fully support the work Timaru District Council is doing around Digital
Connectivity. (Refer Appendix 11 for Dame Margaret’s letter to David Smol on behalf of CMF.)
We are aware that Damon Odey, Mayor of Timaru, is making a separate submission on taking a regional
approach to the UFB2, RBI2 and MBSF initiatives. Ashburton District Council fully supports this approach
and see it as a logical alignment to the CREDS work programme and would welcome the opportunity to
work with Canterbury territorial authorities to this end.

Ashburton District Council does not wish to be heard in support of this submission.

A DALZIEL
Chief Executive Officer
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APPENDIX 1: ASHBURTON DISTRICT BROADBAND COVERAGE
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Due to difference in data registration techniques, any aerial photography in the map, relative to cadastral
boundaries should be considered as indicative only and MUST not be used for legal purposes.
The information supplied in this image is sourced from information held by the Ashburton District Council.
It is supplied in good faith but its accuracy or completeness is not guaranteed.
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